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► Donald Trump: the rhetoric / Oliver Jones.
London: Eyewear Publishing, 2016. 150 pg.: ills,
portrait ; 20 cm.

► Get the Scoop, Geronimo! / Geronimo Stilton;
translated by Lidia Morson Tramontozzi.
New York: Scholastic Inc, 2015. 113 pg. : col.ills ; 20
cm.
Geronimo Stiltonoot and The Stone Gazette are in
the running for the Stone Age Ratitzer: the award for
the best prehistoric journalism. But their main
competition is Sally Rockmousen, the ruthless host
of Gossip Radio -- and she'll stop at nothing to win.

►
Handbook on international rules governing
military operations / Bill Nott.
Geneva, Switzerland: International Committee of the
Red Cross, 2013
459 p. ; 22 cm
The Handbook of international rules governing
military operations follows the same practical
military line of its predecessor, while incorporating
modern computerized methods in a digital format
available on CD-ROM and online.

Books etc.

►
I'm a scaredy-mouse! / Geronimo Stilton;
translated by Julia Heim.
New York, NY : Scholastic Inc, 2015. 113 pg. : col .ills,
col. map ; 20 cm.
After saving a baby dinosaur from the river,
Geronimo Stiltonoot discovers that it is incredibly
mischievous and tries to find a way to get it back to
its herd.

► International humanitarian law : answers to
your questions
International committee of the red cross Switzerland
: Press Syndicate of the University of Cambridge ,
2015 96 p. ; 26 cm.

► My autosaurus will win! / Geronimo Stilton ;
translated by Julia Heim.
New York, NY : Scholastic Inc, 2015. 113 pg. : col.ills ;
20 cm.

► Heroes of the skies / Michael Veitch.

It's the start of an exciting cavemice contest: a race
to Boulder Bay and back. It's a dangerous route, but
it will supply the village cheese maker with rare hot
lava peppers, and there's a big cash prize. Trap
teams up with Geronimo -- who has a lazy, slow, city
autosaurus (the cavemice mode of transportation).
Can they reach the finish line without going extinct
on the way?

Canada: Viking Penguin Books Australia, 2015.
277 pg., 16 unnumbered pg. of plates : ills ; 24 cm.

► Space security: trends and challenges.

Michael Veitch, long-time recorder of wartime tales,
has sought out WWII pilots and navigators from
across the country to record and honour their
service all those years ago. In these thrilling, heartstopping, haunting stories, the day-to-day bravery
and luck of these men is brought into fierce focus
once more.
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►
Surfing for secrets / Geronimo Stilton ;
translated by Julia Heim.
New York, NY : Scholastic Inc, 2015. 109 pg. : col.ills ;
20 cm.
When a pirate gets shipwrecked on Mouse Island,
Geronimo Stiltonoot and his family offer to help the
stranger look for a hidden treasure.

► The art of coercion : the primitive accumulation
and management of coercive power / Antonio
Giustozzi.
New York: Columbia University Press, 2011.
viii, 298 p. ; 23 cm.

Books listed here are available in one or more of the
following libraries:
 MINDEF Library & Info Centre
 SHHB-IDSS Library
 Defence Academy Library
 Training Institute RBAF Library
 Intelligence Training Wing
Please refer to the library online catalogue (OPAC)
for book location.
URL: http://www.mindef.gov.bn/library
Tel: +673 2385588
e-mail: library@mindef.gov.bn
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